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Abstract 
Dams are civil engineering structures that existed since the dawn of time. They are part of the big 

structures that catalyzed human development by allowing access to water during all times of year, 

thus fostering agriculture and enhancing quality of life. These structures are usually thought of as 

static and unalterable. This misconception is far from reality as dams are very lively constructions 

that feel and are affected by every movement of their environments. Monitoring dams is thus a 

necessity to maintain a healthy lifetime and to efficiently use dams to their full capacity. Dam 

monitoring comes as necessity in order to cuts losses, whether human, economic, or 

environmental, especially that dam failures result in colossal losses.  

Dams in Morocco are part of the strategic plans of the country to achieve water and power self-

sufficiency. Dam monitoring is however a poorly documented procedure as dam technicians are 

the main source of knowledge in this area in Morocco. The aim of this project is thus to catalog 

dam monitoring techniques used in Morocco to lay the ground for suggesting solutions to 

enhance the process. 

The first part of this project studies dam monitoring techniques and instrumentation used in 

Morocco. Extended research will be done to document dam monitoring in Morocco, a work that 

has not been done before, based on real-life monitoring of the Tamesna dam and reports of 

previously monitored dams in Morocco. 

The second part of this report will suggest a Structural Health Monitoring system for Moroccan 

dams by implementing a new network of sensors based on the currently used sensors. A cloud 

data transmission and storage will be implemented as well. Finally, a health evaluation system 

aiming to automate data treatment and interpretation will be studied. 
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1. Introduction 

Dams are one of the oldest structures in human history, the first dam was built roughly around 

2950 BC [1]. While the technologies for dam construction evolved rapidly, the reason why dams 

are built remained the same through thousands of years. Dams exist to store water, manage 

floods, and generate hydropower [1]. In short, and as for any other engineering works, dams are a 

tool to control and manage natural resources in order to overcome an ever-hostile environment. 

Ensuring that a dam responds to external stimuli in an expected manner ensures a safe, long-

lasting, and controllable hydraulic structure. Dam monitoring are the processes and instruments 

that allow to observe and sense the changes that a dam goes through during its lifetime, thus 

mitigating the risk of failure by detecting sources of problems immediately as they appear [2]. In 

2010, Morocco advanced its 2010-2030 National Strategy for Water, setting higher ambitions in 

the sector of water management with the aim to achieve water self-sufficiency and counteract the 

effects of climate change [3]. Concretely, the 2010-2030 plan aims to build 60 big dams and 1000 

small dams by the end of the allocated period. This ambitious strategic planning needs to be 

accompanied by a strict monitoring of the existent and future hydraulic structures. This capstone 

project comes in the context of this visionary project. The aim of the following work is to 

introduce automated dam monitoring to Moroccan dams. The first part of the project revolves 

around understanding the process of dam monitoring in Morocco, by identifying, and cataloguing 

all instrumentation used. The CID, being the collaborating company working on this project, will 

provide various monitoring reports of dams it worked on previously. Additionally, we will work 

on the real-time monitoring of a dam under the supervision of the CID, namely the Tamesna dam, 

to gain a better conception of the monitoring process. Information will also be gathered through 

SYGEO, the leading supplier of dam monitoring instrumentation in Morocco. This first part will 

set the grounds to introducing remote dam monitoring to Moroccan dams based on the existent 

instrumentation. The second part of this report will present the design of an automated platform 

for remote dam monitoring. This platform will be part of the Structural Health Monitoring 

(SHM) of Moroccan dams, introducing a network of smart sensors, coupled with a data analysis 

and visualization software. The aim is to move to a fully automated monitoring of dams in 

Morocco. 
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2. Dam Monitoring in Morocco 

2.1.  Dam Monitoring Procedure 

As of 2021, Morocco had 149 big dams and 136 small dams [4]. The 2010-2030 plan to build 60 

big dams and 1000 small dams aims to increase the national water storage capacity by at least 1.7 

milliard m3/year [3].  

The dam industry in Morocco, and dam monitoring specifically, are not well documented areas. 

There is no reference documentation that is publicly available. The documentation is the property 

of the engineering firms that were involved in the process of design and/or monitoring of the 

dam. The two major engineering firms in the domain of hydraulics structures in Morocco are 

NOVEC and CID. Both companies can be involved in the design, construction, or monitoring of 

a dam.  

The procedure to monitor dams is part of the general legal frame regulating dams in Morocco [5]. 

The monitoring process goes through three phases: 

 Phase I: inspection visits at the dam site. During this phase, a visual inspection of the dam 

and all its structures takes place. In addition, some trial tests are performed on the 

auxiliary works of the dam to ensure their proper functioning. 

 Phase II: interpretation of the collected data. This phase is the most important one as it 

analyzes data gathered from the monitoring instruments of the dam and generates visuals 

that allow the detection of any abnormal behavior as it compares to the behavior of the 

dam during previous monitoring visits. 

 Phase III: setting a call for tender. The last phase of monitoring a dam in Morocco deals 

with launching a call for tender for the reparation of any damaged structures spotted in the 

previous phases. 

The frequency of monitoring of each dam, relative to its dimensions and the risks it presents, is 

decided by the Hydraulic Basin Agency (ABH) to which each dam belongs depending on its 

regional location [5]. 
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2.2.  Inspection Visits  

Inspection visits aim to provide a visual monitoring of structures of the dam that need trial tests 

to display their functioning. The main structures monitored in this phase are the spillway, outlet 

works, water conduits intakes, the electromechanical and hydromechanical equipment, and the 

valve room [6]. The body of the dam, as well as the crest and the upstream and downstream 

faces, are inspected for any potential cracks. A report is then drafted with these observations and 

recommendations to work on for the next inspection visit. 

2.3.Instrumentation Used & Interpretation of the Collected Data 

In this phase, data is collected from the systems and sensors placed in the dam and is analyzed in 

Excel. The data is compared to the behavior of the dam during previous monitoring procedures. 

In this section, a detailed description of the instrumentation used for data collection is provided, 

as well as the computations and analysis performed on the data. This list of dam monitoring 

instrumentation in Morocco is based on the reports of various dams that the CID worked on 

throughout the years in addition to the real-time monitoring of the Tamesna dam that was 

performed throughout the span of this project. We will also rely on the list of equipment provided 

by SYGEO, the leading supplier of dam monitoring instrumentation in Morocco. 

2.3.1. Instrumentation Used 

The instrumentation used in Moroccan dams was found to measure six main quantities: 

displacement, deformation, pressure, flow, temperature, and water level in the reservoir. The data 

is visualized through the software Condor. 

2.3.1.1.Displacement Measurement 

Displacement measurements devices aim to quantify the displacement of the body of the dam. 

The load due to the water in the reservoir and the weight of the dam itself induce lateral 

movements in the dam in the horizontal (upstream or downstream) and vertical (settling or 

elevation) directions. These displacements are measured using pendulums systems, 

extensometers, and by topography [6]. 

Pendulum systems measure lateral displacements in the horizontal directions relatively to their 

emplacement inside the dam’s structure [7]. They are formed by a stainless-steel wire with one 
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extremity fixed to an anchor point on the dam structure and the second extremity is connected to 

an oil tank to keep the wire straight and dampen its vibrations [8]. These systems are coupled 

with a measuring device called a portable pendulum readout. There are two possible setups for 

pendulums. A hanging pendulum is one where the weight of the pendulum is located below the 

anchor point, while an inverted pendulum has the opposite setup. Figure 1 [9] shows these two 

setups. 

 

Figure 1.  Inverted and Hanging Pendulum Systems 

The pendulum readout measures the position of a point along the wire as it moves left or right in 

the XY coordinator and compares it to its previous positions thus showing the displacement. A 

pendulum will thus measure horizontal displacement in the upstream-downstream directions or 
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the right-left shores directions [9]. Inverted pendulums can be considered to measure absolute 

displacement if their anchorage point is fixed to the foundation of the dam [10]. 

The most common setup for pendulums is to couple pairs of inverted and hanging pendulums to 

cover the entire height of the dam. Usually, a direct pendulum is set with its anchorage point at 

the crest of the dam while an inverted pendulum has its anchorage point at the foundation of the 

dam, thus measuring absolute displacement [10]. The two pendulums intersect at the pendulum 

niche, where the pendulums readouts of each is placed. The pendulum niches are located in 

inspection galleries, at around 80% of the dam’s height at the point of application of the 

pendulum [8]. A dam will usually have either two to three pairs of pendulums, measuring 

displacement at the left, center, and right of the dam. Appendix A shows the longitudinal section 

of the Tiouine dam, its pendulum systems, and inspection galleries. 

Readings of the pendulum systems are done periodically by dam technicians. These readings are 

then reported in Condor [6]. 

The pendulum systems used in Moroccan dams are provided by SYGEO through the English 

manufacturer Soil Instruments [11]. 

Extensometers measure displacements of the dam relatively to their own length. Extensometers 

are wires that are fixed from both ends to two parts of the dam and thus elongate or shrink 

following the motion of the dam [7]. They can measure lateral motion in both the horizontal and 

vertical directions. However, since most dams usually use pendulums systems for horizontal 

motion, extensometers are used to measure vertical motion of the dam. They thus measure the 

settling and elevation of the dam [12]. For that purpose, extensometers are fixed on one end to the 

lower structure of the dam through a borehole, thus measuring absolute displacement. To 

measure displacement at various heights of the borehole, a rod extensometer is used. Rod 

extensometers group multiple single extensometers with different anchorage points along the 

borehole, as seen in Figure 2 [8]. 
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Figure 2. Rod Extensometer placed in Borehole 

Vibrating Wire (VW) extensometer are a type of extensometers that measure the difference in 

length of their wire using the VW technology [12]. This system measures deformation by linking 

the resonance frequency to the length of the wire, using: 

∆L

L
= K(f2

2 −  f1
2) 

Where ∆L is the variation in length of the wire, L is the initial length, K is a calibration factor 

specific to each extensometer, f2 is the frequency after deformation, and f1 is the frequency before 

deformation. 

VW extensometers contain two electro-magnets that excite the wire and measure its resonance 

frequency before and after its dimension changes. Frequency is linked to wire length through: 

f =  
1

2L
√

σ

ρ
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Where f is the frequency of vibration of the wire, L is the length of the wire, σ is the tension in 

the wire, and ρ is the linear mass. 

VW extensometers give accurate measurements and are one of the latest technologies available 

for measurements [8]. They are linked to a datalogger that interprets the change in frequency into 

a displacement using the equations above. Data is read regularly by technicians who then proceed 

to enter the measurements on Condor after every visit [10]. 

The dam plans in Appendices B and C show extensometers placed in the Tiouine dam through 

longitudinal and lateral sections. 

Topographical measurements are used to measure both lateral movements in the horizontal and 

vertical directions [12]. These measurements are thus complementary to the data from pendulums 

systems and extensometers. Moreover, topography allows for absolute measurement of 

displacement. Topography requires the use of three types of support: pillars, triangulation targets, 

and leveling targets [14]. The first topographical measurement is to find the coordinates of the 

pillars. Pillars are concrete blocks positioned around the dam. They serve as a reference from 

which topographical measurements are performed. The angle and distance between them are 

known and should remain within a specific range in order to be considered as a valid reference 

for other topographical measurements [12]. A pillar is shown in Figure 3 [10]. 

 

Figure 3. Fixed Topographical Pillar 

Once the pillars are validated, leveling measurements take place. This type of measurement 

monitors the vertical motion of the dam, by positioning the reference on a pillar and directing a 

laser level instrument towards one of the leveling targets positioned on the crest of the dam. The 
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obtained height is then recorded manually by the topographer and compared to the height of the 

leveling target when the dam was first constructed. This operation is repeated for different 

leveling targets along the dam [7]. 

To measure displacement of the dam in the 2D plan, planimetry measurements are performed. 

Planimetry targets, shown in Figure 4 [14], are positioned on the downstream face of the dam 

along three lines, each at a different height. The position of each target is compared to its initial 

position [6]. The upstream-downstream displacement is called radial displacement, while the left-

right shore displacement is called tangential displacement. The recorded results should be similar 

to those recorded using pendulum systems. 

 

Figure 4. Planimetry Targets on El Himer Dam 

Topographical measurements are recorded manually. The recorded values are then entered into 

Excel or Condor for plotting. 

2.3.1.2.  Deformation Measurements 

Deformation instruments are used to monitor cracks and openings in the body of the dam. The 

distance between the two sides of a crack is kept under strict surveillance to avoid any further 

fracture [7]. There are two main instruments used to monitor deformation: crackmeters and 

triaxial jointmeters. 

Crackmeters monitor the opening of the joint by placing a fixed support on each end of the 

opening [8]. The two anchors are linked through a VW sensor. A tensioned spring is placed 

between the supports and is linked to a wire. When the crack opens or closes, the elasticity of the 
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spring will change and will induce a change of tension of the wire and thus of its resonant 

frequency, as seen previously [7].  

Triaxial jointmeters are the most common deformation instrument in use in Moroccan dams. 

These jointmeters measure the relative displacement of the sides of the crack in three dimensions 

[15]. If the crack is vertical, these dimensions would be the left-right shore (opening of crack), 

upstream-downstream (shearing of crack), and up-down (tearing crack) directions. Triaxial 

jointmeters are composed of two metallic components linked to the two sides of the crack, as 

seen in Figure 5 [8]. The measured displacement is relative to the position of the triaxial 

jointmeter, the measurements are thus not absolute. 

  

Figure 5. Triaxial Jointmeter 

However, VW triaxial jointmeter measures displacement in an absolute manner, using the VW 

principle detailed previously. 

Appendix D shows the positioning of triaxial jointmeters in the Tiouine dam. 

2.3.1.3.Pressure Measurements 

Pressure is one of the most important parameters to monitor in a dam. This is because any 

problem in the dam will induce a change in pressure in a part of the dam [12]. Pressure variation 

is thus a characteristic of many types of dam failure. Pressure is monitored using various 

instruments, Moroccan dams use mainly piezometers and pressure cells. 

Crack Shearing 

Opening 

Tearing 
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In concrete dams, piezometers are used to monitor pore water pressure in the foundation and in 

the dam’s galleries [7]. Piezometers work by allowing water pressure to enter to the piezometers 

[16]. The entering pressure then induces a transducer that reacts by sending a signal proportional 

to the pressure. The most used type of piezometers in concrete dams are VW piezometers 

illustrated in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. VW Piezometer 

 The piezometers are placed inside a PVC pipe in a borehole. The porous tip of VW piezometers, 

also called the filter, allows for the water pressure to access a stainless-steel diaphragm that 

deforms under excitation [16]. The diaphragm is connected to a vibrating wire and electro-

magnets that measures the resonance frequency of the wire as it varies in length. Once the 

variation in length is computed using the equations describes in the previous VW instruments, the 

pressure is found using the following equation:  

P = G ∙ ∆L 

Where P is the pressure, G is a gauge factor proper to each piezometer, and ∆L is the variation in 

length of the vibrating wire [12]. 

Similarly to all VW devices, the VW piezometer is paired with a datalogger that outputs the 

pressure from the described parameters. The recorded values are then manually transmitted to 

Condor. 

Embankment dams also use VW piezometers. However, they require a more tedious pressure 

monitoring as seepage through the embankment is the first cause of failure for this type of dams 

[12]. In addition to using VW piezometers at the foundation, hydraulic piezometers are used to 

monitor pore pressure in the embankment. This type of piezometers measures the hydraulic 

pressure and extract the pore pressure from the measured value [17]. They are composed of a 
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ceramic filter that allows water pressure to access a tube that is filled with water. They are also 

paired to a datalogger from which measurements are recorded and reported to Condor. 

Another process to measure pressure is possible using pressure cells. Pressure cells are two steel 

sheets welded together with a narrow gap between them filled with de-aired oil [18]. The 

pressure cells used in Moroccan dams make use of the VW technology. Once pressure is applied, 

the oil is pressured and acts on a diaphragm whose contraction changes the tightness of the 

vibrating wire, and thus its frequency [18]. Once paired with a datalogger that translates variation 

in frequency to pressure, a measurement can be recorded and inputted to Condor by dam 

technicians.  

Appendix E shows the longitudinal section of the embankment dam El Himer and its pressure 

cells. 

2.3.1.4.Flow Measurements 

Flow measurements are complementary to pressure measurements. They are essential for 

embankment dams and help detect seepage during early stages [12]. Two devices are used to 

measure seepage flow in Moroccan dams: VW V-notch weirs and flowmeters. The two devices 

are usually coupled and confirm each other’s results. 

The VW V-notch weir is a simple weir with a 90º opening connected to a vibrating wire water 

level sensor [19], also known as a flowmeter, as seen in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7. VW V-notch Weir 
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In concrete and embankment dams, the weir is placed before and after the drainage gallery. Once 

water reaches the weir basin, the water level is measured using the VW water level sensor. The 

height of the water is then linked to the outflow from the V-notch weir using the formula: 

Qout = 1.34 ∙ H2.48 

The VW water level sensor is connected to a datalogger that makes the necessary computations. 

Appendix F shows the placement of V-notch weirs coupled with their VW flowmeters on the 

Tiouine dam. 

2.3.1.5.Temperature Measurements 

Temperature measurements are important in concrete dams to monitor cracking of the concrete 

due to variation in heat between the merged structure in the reservoir and the part that is exposed 

to sunlight [7]. A detection of high temperature variation allows to initiate the cooling process by 

allowing water to flow through the cooling channels. The most common instrumentation used in 

Moroccan dams are the VW temperature sensor and thermocouples [14].  

The VW temperature sensor is a tensioned wire inside a stainless-steel body. This body reacts to 

changes in temperature by expanding and contracting, thus altering the length of the wire, its 

resonance frequency, and its resistance [20]. Temperature is computed using: 

T = K (R0 −  R1) 

Where T is the temperature, K is the gage factor, R0 is the resistance at T = 0 ºC, and R1 is the 

resistance at the reading time. 

The resistance R is proportional to the length of the wire and can thus be computed subsequently 

using the VW technique [8]. 

The sensor is connected to a datalogger that performs the necessary computations and outputs the 

temperature reading. 

Thermocouples are also a temperature measurement device; however, they are not as accurate as 

VW temperature sensors. Thermocouples rely on the Seebeck effect stating that a difference in 
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voltage is induced when a junction of two metals is heated [21]. The induced voltage is directly 

proportional to the temperature variation, according to the following equation: 

∆V =  −S ∙ ∆T 

Where ∆V is the induced voltage, S is the Seebeck coefficient proper to each metal’s junction, 

and ∆T is the variation in temperature. 

Temperature is also measured using piezometers that rely on pressure measurements to deduce 

the temperature of the water at their tip [12], using: 

P ∙ Ti = G ∙ ∆L − K ∙ (Ti −  T0) 

Where P is the measured pressure, Ti is the current temperature, G and K are gauge constants, ∆L 

is the variation in length of the vibrating wire, and T0 is the temperature at 0ºC. 

Thermocouples are connected to their own datalogger that outputs the temperature reading. 

Appendix G shows the placement of the temperature sensors and the thermocouples in the body 

of the Tiouine dam. 

The temperature readings are reported to Condor by dam technicians. 

2.3.1.6.Reservoir Water Level Measurements 

To measure the water level in the reservoir, staff gages are used [6][10][14]. These scales are 

placed around the reservoir and are regularly read by dam technicians. Staff gages are manual 

reading instruments. Their functioning is basic, they act as a ruler fixed to the reservoir. A height 

reading can thus be simply read directly from the gage, which reduces the accuracy of the 

measurements. 

In addition to the water level scales, dams in Morocco use wireless telemetry to measure water 

level in reservoirs. A telemetric water level radar sensor is positioned above the reservoir and an 

antenna sends microwaves to the reservoir surface [14]. The radar then receives the reflected 

wave. To compute the water level, the time-of-flight principle (ToF). The reflected wave will 

reach the sensor back with a shifted time and frequency compared to the original wave. This shift 

is proportional to the distance between the sensor and the surface of the water level [7], and thus 
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proportional to the height of water in the reservoir. These devices are connected to the central 

data acquisition station of the dam and transmit the output of the radar to the computer on-site. 

Figure 8 [14] shows a telemetric radar in use at El Himer dam. 

 

 

Figure 8. Telemetric Radar for Water Level Measurements 

2.3.2. Data Manipulation 

Once data is measured using the sensors and processes described above, data acquisition and 

treatment systems take over the monitoring process. This part of the monitoring chain is crucial 

as the raw data provided by the VW sensors is useless if not properly communicated and handled 

to the acquisition center of each dam.  

The architecture of the data acquisition and treatment system for Moroccan dams is composed of 

the following elements [6][10][14]: 

 

Figure 9. Architecture of Data Acquisition and Treatment Process 
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The following sections will detail the data acquisition and treatment and data visualization 

components of the chain. 

It is important to note that not all monitoring sensors are part of this automated system as not all 

sensors are able to be connected to a data acquisition system. A classification of sensors that can 

be automated will be included in the coming section. 

2.3.2.1.Data Acquisition and Treatment 

The process of acquiring data and treating it includes many functions. The VW sensors should 

first be induced to give off their measurements, then data should be collected and stored into the 

right location for treatment. Each sensors needs a special treatment of data, with its own set of 

data manipulation and equations to output the desired reading [6][10][14]. For these purposes, the 

Campbell VW sensors interface and the CR10X datalogger are used.  

The VW sensors interface is a device coupled to each VW sensor [22]. It receives an inducing 

signal from the CR10X datalogger and processes the signal from the VW sensor by amplifying it 

and conditioning the frequency to reduce noise. 

The CR10X is a programmable datalogger with non-volatile memory datalogger [23]. It is 

equipped with a measurement and control modules that allow it to power sensors and receive 

measurements through wired connections. Each sensor is connected to a specific input of the 

datalogger. The CR10X allows for analog inputs of various types of sensors such as vibrating 

wire sensors, temperature variation sensors, interval frequency sensors, etc. Excitation outputs 

ports serve to send an excitation voltage to sensors in order to retrieve data. CR10X is coupled 

with its processing software, the LoggerNet. This software allows to create custom datalogger 

programs for each input of the CR10X datalogger. It also controls the data retrieval from sensors 

through the datalogger by setting a frequency of data collection for each input of the CR10X. 

Once data is collected from the sensors, CR10X records the data and treats it according to the 

program designed in LoggerNet by the user [23]. The treated data is then recorded in CR10X’s 

database and sent for data visualization and interpretation. 
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The operation described above is only valid for sensors that are compatible with the CR10X 

datalogger. This includes all VW sensors coupled with their VW sensor interface, the inverted 

and hanging pendulum systems coupled with their portable pendulum readout, hydraulic 

piezometers, thermocouples, and the water level telemetric radar. 

This means that topographical measurements and staff gages are the only measurements whose 

data is reported manually. 

2.3.2.2.Data Visualization 

Once data is processed using CR10X and LoggerNet, it is exported in Excel sheets and plugged 

into Condor software. Condor is a statistical analysis and data visualization software designed by 

NOVEC, a Moroccan engineering consultancy firm [26]. Condor allows for data cleaning 

through selected statistical models and data visualization. Three types of plots are possible using 

Condor: time-dependent plots, two parameters-dependent plots, and profile plots.  

For the topographical measurements and the staff gage readings, the data is entered manually into 

Condor by dam technicians after every reading. Data can also be entered in an Excel sheet and 

imported into Condor. 

Figure 10 [7] shows the plot generated by Condor of the triaxial jointmeter and water level for the 

Tiouine dam. 

 

Figure 10. Triaxial Jointmeter and Water Level Plot using Condor 
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2.3.3. Data Interpretation 

Once datasheets of all sensors and plots are issued from CR10X and Condor, engineers proceed 

to interpret data. This process is highly manual and repetitive. An analysis of data is performed 

by the engineer in charge based on a comparison of the reading from the datasheets and the plots 

[6][10][14]. All the measurements from the sensors are compared to the water level. The water 

level is the factor that impacts the state of the dam. Sensors thus measure whether the structure of 

the dam dynamically responds to changes in the water level. 

A report is then drafted describing the behavior of each sensor and concluding on the validity of 

the data obtained. The process of data interpretation is a candidate for automation. 

3. New Fully Remote Monitoring System 

Dam monitoring in Morocco is partly automated. Most of data acquisition is remote, however 

data treatment and interpretation are solely manual. The monitoring process in Morocco is also 

strictly restricted to monitoring the measuring devices, while dam monitoring can be extended to 

cover all processes that allow for the visualization and control of a dam remotely. 

Based on the current dam monitoring process in Morocco, a new IoT SHM platform for 

monitoring dams is suggested. The purpose of this solution is to move to fully automated dam 

monitoring in Morocco. This platform will allow the user to completely oversee all processes 

happening in the dam, at any time. Following the SMH methodology, this newly suggested 

system will propose a network of sensors to completely model the behavior of the dam, a data 

transmission subsystem, and a health evaluation system. In addition to analyzing the data, the 

health evaluation system will clean data and report any outlier values. Additionally, this platform 

aims to send alarms whenever an abnormal behavior is detected. Part of the interpretation of 

results process will be automated as well. 

3.1.Methodology 

To design this new platform, we will follow the methodology set by the SHM process [25]. We 

will first design a subsystem of sensors that will allow a complete overview of the dam at any 

time. This network of sensors will be based on the existing sensors system in Moroccan dams 

described previously. We will suggest the addition of more sensors and find ways to automate 
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processes that are currently manual, namely topographical measurements and water level 

recordings. We will then suggest a data transmission system based on the existing one with cloud 

storage for accessibility of data from anywhere. The health evaluation system suggested will dive 

into the cleaning of data coming from sensors, the automation of moving from LoggerNet to 

Condor and the interpretation of data, and the implementation of an alarm system. Overall, this 

platform would have centralized the work done by LoggerNet, Condor, and the person 

interpreting the data into one platform. It would also have suggested new additions that aim to 

make dam monitoring in Morocco a well-rounded process. 

3.2.Feasibility Study 

Moving to a fully remote monitoring for dams is a process that took place in some dams around 

the world. These dams transitioned to remote monitoring after years of functioning. This means 

that the instrumentation that was added was limited to surface monitoring. However, these dams 

provide a good benchmark to what exists today and what can potentially be done. 

3.2.1. Baish Dam, Saudi Arabia 

First established in 2009, the Baish dam is the tallest dam in Saudi Arabia, with a total height of 

106 meters [26]. In 2021, it started undergoing a change from fully manual monitoring to 

automated monitoring [27]. The new automated system built on the existing instrumentation and 

added sensors such as VW piezometers, combined magnetic extensometer and inclinometer, 

pendulums, VW triaxial jointmeters, V-notch weirs, accelerometers, a datalogger, and a data 

processing and visualization software [26]. 

3.2.2. Clywedog Dam, Wales 

The Clywedog dam is a 55-year-old dam [28]. First established in 1967, the 50-year review of the 

dam set as an objective the automation of data collection of sensors present in the dam. A 

network of sensors was added on top of the existing one. VW technology was introduced to the 

dam. It was decided that all sensors will be connected wirelessly to cut wiring costs for the big 

number of sensors used. The Low-power wide-area wireless telecommunication was opted for to 

transmit data from each sensor’s wireless node to the onsite gateway. This wireless system was 

coupled with a data processing and visualization software, Calyx from the company ITM. 
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3.2.3. Tishreen Dam, Syria 

Tishreen Dam was completed in 1991 and is located on the Euphrates basin [29]. In 2002, the 

Zeyzoun dam in Syria collapsed suddenly leaving many dead [30]. The Syrian government then 

decided to automate the dam monitoring process for its dams. The Tishreen dam thus started its 

upgrade to remote monitoring. VW sensors were introduced, as well as telemetry in data 

transmission to the datalogger. GeoViewer, a data visualization and data treatment software, was 

linked to the sensors and datalogger [29]. 

3.3.Features of the New SHM System 

3.3.1. Sensors Network 

The new dam monitoring system will build on the existing sensors network to measure more 

parameters and achieve a better visibility of the dam’s state. Moreover, an automation of 

topographical and water level measurements will be implemented. The new sensors network will 

thus combine the inverted and hanging pendulum systems, VW extensometers, VW crackmeters, 

VW triaxial jointmeters, VW piezometers, hydraulic piezometers, VW pressure cells, VW V-

notch weirs, VW temperature sensors, and thermocouples to the sensors described below. 

3.3.1.1.Seismic Sensor 

Dams are exposed to ground motion and deformation. The response of a dam to earthquake 

waves is unpredictable as it is difficult to model the non-elastic behavior of dams [31]. Seismic 

sensors are thus a good way to control the response of a dam to ground motion. Seismic sensors 

are able to sense slight waves propagated through the dam, notifying the user of a potential 

coming earthquake [32]. These sensors are essentially 3D accelerometers that measure the 

acceleration of the structure they are on. Tri-axial Micro Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) 

accelerometers are one of the most precise sensors to detect and measure vibrations [33]. The 

MEMS accelerometer works based on the variation of capacitance. A suspended mass is placed 

between two capacitive plates. As vibrations pass through the dam, the suspended mass tilts 

towards one of the capacitive plates, thus changing the distance between the plates which is 

translated as a change in capacitance. MEMS accelerometers are small, have low mass and 

provide high performance at low cost. A seismic sensing system is typically composed of many 
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MEMS accelerometers. For a good functioning of the seismic system, it is necessary to have at 

least four MEMS accelerometers, placed at the foundation, crest, abutment, and at distance three 

to four times the height of the dam from the dam’s body [32]. It is highly recommended to have 

accelerometers at the galleries, the body of the dam, the other abutment, and at the mid-crest. A 

higher number of accelerometers results in more accurate data. 

3.3.1.2.Settlement Sensor 

Settlement in embankment dams is the compressive horizontal movement of the soil under the 

dam due to the pressure of the dam itself [12]. This phenomenon is mostly present in 

embankment dams due to the nature of their building materials. Embankment dams are made of 

earth and rock materials, their foundation is also made of earth and rock materials. This 

homogeneity in components leads to higher risks of failure through settlement [34]. A settlement 

sensor measures changes in elevation between its own reservoir and the settlement plate. VW 

technology is used to measure settlement. A VW transducer with a pressure sensitive diaphragm 

is placed on the settlement plate that will be placed on the settlement point of the embankment 

dam [35]. This plate is linked to a reservoir with a column of water. As the settlement plate goes 

down, the water level increases in the column due to higher pressure. This will also induce a 

change of resonant frequency in the VW wire. Settlement can thus be measured by applying the 

VW equation or by reading the increase in height of the water column. 

Figure 11 [35] shows an illustration of the sensor. 

 

Figure 11. Settlement Sensor 
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3.3.1.3. Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBG) Sensors 

FBG sensors are a subcategory of fiber-optic sensors. Fiber-optic sensors are sensors that make 

use of optical fibers to send and transmit data [36]. These sensors use the reflective properties of 

light inside an optical fiber to detect changes in strain, temperature, etc. 

Fiber Bragg Grating sensors are optical sensors obtained from the exposition of a fiber-optic to a 

periodic pattern of intense laser light in a process called grating [37]. This exposure results in an 

increase in the index of refraction of the core of the optic fiber. This means that at a certain 

position in the fiber, some of the light will be refracted, due to the created gratings. The 

frequency at which light is refracted is classed the Bragg condition. 

FBG sensors are used as strain sensors, by making use of the variation of the spacing between 

gratings when deformation occurs [37]. When the spacing between gratings increases, that is 

there is a tensile stress acting on the structure, the Bragg frequency is lower, and a different 

wavelength will be reflected. If the spacing decreases due to compression, the Bragg frequency 

will increase, shifting the reflected wavelength to higher frequencies. 

Figure 12 [37] shows an illustration of an FBG sensor. 

 

Figure 12. FBG Sensor 

An FBG strain sensor is highly responsive to the slightest deformation and is a very accurate 

sensor. It acts as complementary to the seismic sensor. 

3.3.1.4.Topographical Measurements 

As described previously, topographical measurements are a highly manual process in Moroccan 

dams. Several systems exist to automate the process of topographical measurements. 
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Leica’s total station is a robotized topographical instrument that measures angles and distances 

and allows for scanning and imaging with little to no human intervention. Using Leica’s Smart 

Pole technology, a fully automated process for topographical measurements can be achieved [38]. 

A Smart Pole is a topographic pillar that allows for automatic lock-in contact with the total 

station. The station is programmed to lock contact whenever it detects a Smart Pole. This device 

also provides the option to lock contact with any point after entering its coordinates. This means 

that the need to correct coordinates by human intervention is minimized [38]. The total station is 

designed to continuously be looking for a Smart Pole to establish contact. Moreover, The Smart 

Pole has the option of a GNSS receiver add-on. The Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) 

receiver is an electronic device that reads its own position from the signals it receives from the 

navigation satellite it is connected to. Each Smart Pole can thus be continuously set to detect its 

own position, providing a further corrective measure for the best results. 

All computations of the total station are stored in its internal memory and can be transferred to a 

centralized data system via USB or SD card [38]. 

Figure 13 [38] shows the Leica total station and the Smart Pole. 

 

Figure 13. Leica’s Total Station and Smart Pole 
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3.3.2. Data Transmission 

For data transmission, the system currently in use satisfies the automation criteria. Figure 14 

illustrated this system. However, the data transmitted is stored locally in each dam’s data 

acquisition unit. The aim of this new system is to access dam data anytime, anywhere. This 

requires that the data be stored in the cloud.  

     

 

 

Figure 14. Data Transmission Chain 

To achieve a backed-up safe data transmission and storage, cloud computing is opted for. By 

linking LoggerNet and Condor to cloud databases such as MySQL, access to data is guaranteed 

anytime anywhere.  

Software with similar features exists in the monitoring industry. Geo-axiom Vista, developed by 

Geosense, allows the import and visualization of data from VW sensors, 4-20 mA sensors, GPS 

stations, etc. into one unified platform [39]. 

3.3.3. Health Evaluation System 

The health evaluation system is concerned with treating the data transmitted from the sensors. 

The combination of LoggerNet and Condor is optimal. However, there needs to be an automated 

way to transfer files from LoggerNet to Condor without having user intervention. Moreover, a 

statistical model needs to be applied to clean the data to find any significant outlier values and 

differentiate them from alarm values that signal a potential problem. A model for automating data 

interpretation will also be suggested. 

3.3.3.1.Data Cleaning 

In datasets coming from sensors, various outlier values appear. This phenomenon is called sensor 

fault detection and is explained by the fact that sensors are in continuous contact with the 

environment facing unpredictable conditions [40]. A simple footstep near an accelerometer will 

generate outlier values. However, these outlier values should not make it to the stage of 

VW Sensors 

VW Interface CR10X Datalogger 
Cloud Based 

Computations 
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interpretation of data. They should be detected during data cleaning stages and accordingly 

removed. To achieve this, statistical models are used. The underlying assumption is that 

statistical correlations exist between unfaulty sensors network outputs [40]. An outlier value is 

thus one that is correlated neither to previous or coming sensors outputs. 

To detect this, many models were tested. The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a 

multivariate statistical analysis that proved to be the best method for validation of data from 

sensors [40]. Sensor fault detection was maximized under this model. However, it is advised to 

combine various statistical models to refine the data cleaning process. Independent Component 

Analysis (ICA) is also a model that can successfully detect outlier values in sensors’ data [17]. 

Once data is cleaned successfully, an alarm system can be implemented. Depending on each 

sensor, maximum and minimum values are defined and programmed to provide a range for the 

sensors’ safe functioning. If sensors send values that are not in the defined range, the system 

alerts the user that there is an issue in the dam, providing the exact location of the potential 

problem. 

3.3.3.2.Data Interpretation 

As described in the previous sections, data interpretation is a manual process performed by the 

engineers in charge of a given dam. While human intervention will always be necessary and 

required to make sense of the data and conclusions, the process of interpreting data can still 

benefit from automation.  

From the work we have done interpreting the data of the Tamesna dam, we think that the part that 

can make use of automation the most is the initial interpretation of data from the Excel sheet. 

Plots only serve to provide a general pattern. However, for a yearly or monthly interpretation of 

data, plots remain very general.  

A coded program can be implemented to process the numbers and translate them into brief 

statements that will help the engineer doing the interpretation in drafting their conclusions and 

report. 
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To achieve this purpose, Python’s libraries, namely Pandas and Numpy, are used to extract 

information from Excel files and analyze the data. Each data point is compared to its predecessor 

and successor, and a conclusion is reached. Sensor outputs, for example pendulum systems 

outputs, are continuously compared to the variations in the level of water in the reservoir. The 

behavior of the sensor should mimic, to an extent, the behavior of the reservoir.  

A machine learning component can be added to this process, using Python’s DeDupe.io library, 

to further refine the process of landing on the right conclusion. After the program is done 

running, the outputted document will be a Word document highlighting the most important 

variations in behavior of sensors. It is up to the engineer to confirm these results and to further 

draft a report. 

4. STEEPLE Analysis 

The STEEPLE analysis is a tool that details the impact of a given project on various levels. It 

aims to give a global overview of the potential contributions of the project to its environment. 

The analysis below is conducted on seven aspects.  

4.1. Societal Implications 

The main purpose of this project is to advance Morocco in its strategy of constructing 60 big 

dams and 1000 small ones by the end of 2030 and sustaining its already existing hydraulic 

structures [5]. The ultimate goal is to satisfy the needs of the Moroccan population in terms of 

water. This project will allow Moroccan civil works to adopt technologies that are safer and more 

reliable. Since dam incidents are usually fatal, researching dam monitoring had huge implications 

on the safety of society overall. By researching the methods used in Morocco for dam 

monitoring, a better understanding of local techniques is reached, which sets the ground to 

introducing more developed techniques.   

4.2. Technological Implications  

This project includes a thorough research on the instrumentation used in Morocco and abroad. 

Various equipment and technologies are investigated and listed. This will facilitate the work of 
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potential incoming research in terms of dams in Morocco. Moreover, the suggested systems will 

allow for a more efficient dam monitoring.  

4.3.  Economical Implications  

Efficiently monitored dams are less likely to behave uncontrollably, and thus to fail before their 

set lifetime. Monitoring of dams thus mitigates risks and cuts on additional costs by detecting 

local failures that can be repaired with a limited impact on the whole body of the dam. This in 

turn increases the overall profit of the dam.  

4.4.  Environmental Implications  

In goes without saying that any work of civil engineering is tightly linked to its environment. 

Dams aim to manage a natural resource while impacting the surrounding environment as little as 

possible. Constructing dams eventually modifies the surrounding fauna and flora, however it is 

crucial to limit this impact to the construction phase only. Monitoring dams, by closely watching 

the quality of water, the corrosion of the body of the dam, the dimensions of electromechanical 

machinery to protect fish for example, will help prevent any incidents that might ruin their 

neighboring natural habitat [41].   

Dams also help regulate and control floods. They are also a great asset for sustainable energy 

powering methods [42]. This plays an important role in building a fossil fuel free Moroccan 

society. 

4.5.  Political Implications  

As discussed above, this project serves the strategy set by the Moroccan government in 2009 to 

sustain the needs of Morocco in terms of water. It thus comes as a contribution to help achieve a 

strategic goal. It is also an invitation for governmental structures to encourage research in this 

specific domain, as it will lead to various advancements.  

4.6.  Legal Implications  

There are no legal implications to this work. The research is done for the purpose of advancing 

dam technologies in Morocco, and all suggested technologies are within the Moroccan legal 

framework.  
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4.7.  Ethical Implications  

This project undoubtedly has many ethical implications. Monitoring dams is the obligation and 

duty of all concerned parties, as the consequences are usually fatal. Enhancing dam monitoring 

techniques thus sets the path to safer and more sustainable future. 

5. Conclusion 

In this report, we first studied the processes of dam monitoring in Morocco. After tedious 

research and case studies, it was concluded that dam monitoring in Morocco relies on 

instrumentation that is relatively from recent technologies. The data acquisition is performed in a 

semi-automated manner, while data interpretation is fully manual. 

A SHM system is then suggested to remedy to the non-automated parts of monitoring dams in 

Morocco and to suggest new features that will increase the safety factor of dams. This new 

system suggests a network of sensors based on the currently used sensors. Seismic sensors, 

settlement sensors, FBG strain sensor, and automated topographical measurements were 

suggested as additions to the existing instrumentation. The current data transmission system is 

used with a cloud computing feature to allow access to data anywhere anytime. The health 

evaluation system suggested statistical models for data cleaning and alarm system. An 

automation of data interpretation is also presented using Python’s data analysis libraries.  
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Appendix H 
 

DAM MONITORING IN MOROCCO: CURRENT AND POTENTIAL FUTURE 

INSTRUMENTATION SPECIFICATIONS 

This capstone aims to study the monitoring of dams in Morocco, specifically the instrumentation 

and techniques currently used. It will also research techniques used around the world, especially 

automated ones, and study the feasibility of incorporating them to current and future dams in 

Morocco.   

The first step is thus to research the instrumentation and techniques used on Moroccan dams. 

This part will rely on the documentation provided by the company requesting this project, namely 

the Conseil, Ingénierie, et Développement (CID), as well as the database of other Civil 

Engineering firms in Morocco. Field trips to selected dams will also be one of the methods to 

gather data. This step will take up to three weeks, until February 17th.  

The second part of this capstone is to do a comparative study of dam monitoring techniques 

around the world. This part will rely on academic papers published worldwide as well as the 

documentation of different dams built globally. Three weeks will be assigned for this part, up 

until March 3rd.  

The third part will consist of analyzing ways to optimize the methods used in Morocco for dam 

monitoring, based on the previous research. The aim is to automate dam monitoring techniques in 

Morocco and adapt the current methods to be more effective. This part will be assigned a period 

of six weeks, until the last submission deadline, April 15th.  

This capstone will be considered acceptable if the first and second objectives are achieved. Those 

two parts are the requirements of the company, while the third one is a study that we see as a 

practical extension of the first two parts.  

This work is part of Civil Engineering. It thus naturally has societal and ethical implications. 

Dam monitoring is a vital part of the healthy lifetime of dams. It reduces incidents and ensures 

that safety is maximized, especially since dam incidents usually leave colossal damages. 

Optimizing dam monitoring in Morocco will bring the country a step further to enhancing quality 

of life.  
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